
On Derivations of Nilpotent Lie AlgebrasP. Barbari and A. Kobotis
AbstratThe aim of the present paper is to prove that the nilpotent Lie algebras ofdimension six and seven in general are not the radial of any other Lie algebra.Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 17B30Key Words: nilpotent Lie algebra, derivation, simple algebra, semi-simple Lie alge-bra, inner derivation, enter and radial.1Let g be a Lie algebra over a �eld k of harateristi zero. It is interesting to studythe relation between this Lie algebra and its Lie algebra of derivations and as well aswith other Lie algebras obtained via the given Lie algebra.The purpose of this paper is to prove that any nilpotent Lie algebra over a �eldk of harateristi zero of dimension six and seven, exept those whih are hara-teristially nilpotent, an not be the radial of a Lie algebra g having the propertyD(g) = I(g) + C(g). This is an extension of the work( [4℄).The whole paper ontains four paragraphs eah of them is analyzed as follows.The �rst paragraph is the introdution. Basi elements of Lie algebras are given inthe seond paragraph. In the third paragraph are studied the nilpotent Lie algebrasof dimension six onerning some properties of this Lie algebras. Finally, the lastparagraph faes the same problem for the nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension seven.2We shall give some basi notions onerning of this paper.Let g be a Lie algebra over the �eld k of harateristi zero of dimension n. It isknown that from this algebra we an form the following sequenes of ideals of g:(2:1) C0g = g; C1g = [g; g℄; :::; Cqg = [g; Cq�1g℄; :::whih is alled desending entral sequene.Balkan Journal of Geometry and Its Appliations, Vol.3, No.1, 1998, pp. 1-7Balkan Soiety of Geometers, Geometry Balkan Press



2 P. Barbari and A. Kobotis(2:2) C0g = 0; C1g = entre(g); :::; Cqg = entre(g=Cq�1g)whih is alled inreasing entral sequene and(2:3) D0g = g; D1g = [g; g℄; :::; Dqg = [Dq�1g;Dq�1g℄; :::whih is alled derived sequene.If there exists an integer q � 2 suh that Cqg = f0g, then the Lie algebra g isalled nilpotent of nilpoteny q.A linear mapping f on g is alled derivation, if it satis�es the relation:f [x; y℄ = [fx; y℄ + [x; fy℄; 8x; y 2 g:The set of all derivations f on g is denoted by D(g), that isD(g) = ff = f : g ! g; f linear and f [x; y℄ = [fx; y℄ + [x; fy℄gThe following mapping:adx : g ! g; adx : y ! adxy = [x; y℄is a derivation whih is alled inner derivation. The set of all inner derivations isdenoted by I(g) whih is an ideal of the Lie algebra of derivations D(g). The otherderivations on g, whih are not inner, are alled outer, whih are denoted by Di(g).It is known that D(g) = I(g)�Di(g)We must notie that Di(g) is an ideal of D(g).The Lie algebra g is alled harateristially nilpotent if the Lie algebra D(g) isnilpotent.A Lie algebra g is said to be semi-simple if does not ontain any non-zero abelianideal.If g is semi-simple, then D(g) = I(g):The lassi�ation of Lie algebras of �nite dimension over a �eld k of harateristizero is redued to Levi' s theorem g = S �R;where R is radial of g, whih is the maximal solvable ideal of g and S a semi-simplesubalgebra of g.Let S be a semi-simple Lie algebra, sine S = [S; S℄ the trae of S is zero.The enter Z(g) of a Lie algebra g is an ideal of g, suh thatZ(g) = fz 2 g; [x; z℄ = 0 for all x 2 gg:A Lie algebra g is alled abelian if and only if Z(g) = g.A nilpotent Lie algebra g is alled quasi-yli provided g has a subspae U suhthat g = U � [g; g℄



On Derivations of Nilpotent Lie Algebras 3and suh that g is the diret sum of the subspaesU i where U1 = U and U i = [U;U i�1℄for i � 2.We denote by C(g) the set of all endomorphisms of g, whih map g into the enterZ of g and [g; g℄ into f0g. It an be proved that C(g) is a subalgebra of D(g). Eahelement of C(g) is alled entral derivation.The Lie algebra of derivations D(g) of g an be written asD(g) = I(g) + C(g):It is known that I(g) \ C(g) is not always empty.A Lie algebra g is alled T when it is not the radial of any other Lie algebra Lhaving the property D(L) = I(L) + C(L):3It is known that there is a lassi�ation of nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension sixover a �eld C or R. In this paragraph we study some properties of these nilpotent Liealgebras.Now, we an prove the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. The nilpotent Lie algebras over a �eld k of harateristi zero ofdimension 6 belong to the Lie algebras of type T.Proof. We onsider the lassi�ation of nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 6 whihis given in ([5℄). Also, we onsider two ases (I) quasi yli (II) no quasi-yli.(I) Let g6;1 be the nilpotent Lie algebra desribed in terms of a basis x1, x2, x3,x4, x5, x6 by the following multipliation tables.[x1; x2℄ = x5; [x1; x4℄ = x6; [x2; x3℄ = x6:By the de�nition of a quasi-yli nilpotent Lie algebra given in paragraph 2 we obtainU = U1 = fx1; x2; x3; x4gU2 = �U;U1� = fx5; x6gU3 = �U;U2� = f0gSo, the nilpotent Lie algebra g6;1 an be written as the diret sumg6;1 = U � U2and by the de�nition given in paragraph 2, we onlude that g6;1 is a quasi-ylinilpotent Lie algebra.Aording to the results in ([4℄) we obtain that g6;1 is a T -algebra.In the same way we prove that the nilpotent Lie algebrasg6;3; g6;4; g6;6; g6;9; g6;10; g6;14; g6;15; g6;16; g6;18; g6;4



4 P. Barbari and A. Kobotisare T -algebras.(II) Let g6;2, be the following nilpotent Lie algebra[x1; x2℄ = x5; [x1; x5℄ = x6; [x3; x4℄ = x6:The Lie algebra of derivations D(g6;2) of g6;2 is represented by the set of matriesD(g6;2) =8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
26666664 a11 0 0 0 0 0a12 a22 0 0 0 0a13 0 a33 a43 0 0a14 0 a34 2a11 + a22 + a33 0 0a15 a25 a14 �a13 a11 + a22 0a16 a26 a36 a46 a25 2a11 + a22

377777759>>>>>>=>>>>>>;The endomorphism of D(g6;2) de�ned byDx1 = x1; Dx2 = x2; Dx3 = x3; Dx4 = 2x4; Dx5 = 2x5; Dx6 = 3x6is a derivation of D(g6;2) whose trae is not zero.Aording to the results in ([4℄) we obtain that g6;2 is not the radial of a Liealgebra L whose D(L) an be written in the formD(L) = I(L) + C(L):Hene g6;2 is a T -algebra.With the same method we prove that the nilpotent Lie algebrasg6;5; g6;7; g6;8; g6;11; g6;12; g6;13; g6;17; g6;19; g6;10are T -algebras.4In this setion we are onerned with the nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension sevenover a �eld C or R of harateristi zero. Comparing with the previous paragraph inwhih we studied some properties of the nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension six, inthis last paragraph we additionally study some properties of a seond ategory, thatof the harateristially nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension seven.We an prove the followingTheorem 4.1. The nilpotent Lie algebras over a �eld k of harateristi zero ofdimension 7 an be lassi�ed in two ategories. The �rst onsists of the Lie algebrasof type T and the seond one of the harateristially nilpotent Lie algebras.Proof. We onsider the lassi�ation of nilpotent Lie algebras of dimension 7 whihis given in ([5℄). Also, we onsider two ases (I) T -algebras (1. quasi-yli 2. notquasi-yli) (II) harateristially nilpotent Lie algebras.(I1) Let g7;1:17 be the following nilpotent Lie algebra of dimension seven,



On Derivations of Nilpotent Lie Algebras 5[x1; x2℄ = x3; [x1; x3℄ = x4; [x1; x4℄ = x6; [x1; x6℄ = x7;[x2; x3℄ = x5; [x2; x5℄ = x6; [x2; x6℄ = x7; [x3; x4℄ = �x7;[x3; x5℄ = x7:We have U = U1 = fx1; x2gU2 = �U;U1� = fx3gU3 = �U;U2� = fx4; x5gU4 = �U;U3� = fx6gU5 = �U;U4� = fx7gU6 = �U;U5� = f0g :Hene the nilpotent Lie algebra g7;1:17 an be written as the diret sumg7;1:17 = U1 � U2 � U3 � U4 � U5and by the de�nition given in paragraph 2, we onlude that g6;1:17 is a quasi-ylinilpotent Lie algebra.Aording to the results in ([4℄) we obtain that g6;1 is a T -algebra.In the same way we prove that the nilpotent Lie algebras g7;1:19, g7;2:3, g7;2:4, g7;2:5,g7;2:6, g7;2:7, g7;2:8, g7;2:9, g7;2:12, g7;2:16, g7;2:26, g7;2:34, g7;2:35, g7;2:43, g7;2:44, g7;3:1(i�),g7;3:1(ii), g7;3:2, g7;3:3, g7;3:4, g7;3:6, g7;3:10, g7;3:11, g7;3:12, g7;3:16, g7;3:19, g7;3:20, g7;3:21,g7;3:22, g7;3:23, g7;3:24, g7;4:2, g7;4:3, g7;4:4, g7;4:5 are T -algebras.(I2) Let g7;1:01(i) be the nilpotent Lie algebra desribed in terms of a basis x1; x2; x3;x4; x5; x6; x7 by the following multipliation tables[x1; x2℄ = x4; [x1; x4℄ = x5; [x1; x5℄ = x6; [x1; x6℄ = x7;[x2; x3℄ = x5 + x7; [x3; x4℄ = �x6; [x3; x5℄ = �x7:The Lie algebra of derivations D(g7;1:01(i)) of g7;1:01(i) is represented by the set ofmatries
D(g7;1:01(i)) = 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

2666666664 0 0 0 0 0 0 0a12 a22 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0a14 a24 �a12 a22 0 0 0a15 a25 �a14 a24 a22 0 0a16 a26 � (a12 + a15) a25 a24 a22 0a17 a27 a37 a26 a25 a24 a22
3777777775
9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;The endomorphism of D(g7;1:01(i)) de�ned byDx1 = 0; Dx2 = x2; Dx3 = 0; Dx4 = x4;Dx5 = x5; Dx6 = x6; Dx7 = x7;is a derivation of D(g7;1:01(i)) whose trae is not zero.



6 P. Barbari and A. KobotisAs a onsequene of the results in ([4℄) we have that g7;1:01(i) is not the radial ofa Lie algebra L, whose the Lie algebra of derivations D(L) an be written asD(L) = I(L) + C(L):From the above we onlude that g7;1:01(i) is a T -algebra.In the same way we prove that the following nilpotent Lie algebras are T -algebras.g7;1:01(i), g7;1:01(ii), g7;1:02, g7;1:03, g7;1:1(i�), g7;1:1(ii), g7;1:1(iii), g7;1:1(iv) , g7;1:1(v),g7;1:1(vi), g7;1:2(i�), g7;1:2(ii) , g7;1:2(iii), g7;1:2(iv), g7;1:3(i�), g7;1:3(ii), g7;1:3(iii), g7;1:3(iv),g7;1:3(v), g7;1:4, g7;1:5, g7;1:6, g7;1:7, g7;1:8, g7;1:9, g7;1:10, g7;1:11, g7;1:12, g7;1:13, g7;1:14,g7;1:15, g7;1:16, g7;1:18, g7;1:20, g7;1:21, g7;2:1(i�), g7;2:1(ii), g7;2:1(iii), g7;2:1(iv) , g7;2:1(v),g7;2:2, g7;2:10, g7;2:11, g7;2:13, g7;2:14, g7;2:15, g7;2:17, g7;2:18, g7;2:19, g7;2:20, g7;2:21, g7;2:22,g7;2:23, g7;2:24, g7;2:25, g7;2:27, g7;2:28, g7;2:29, g7;2:30, g7;2:31, g7;2:32, g7;3:33, g7;2:36, g7;2:37,g7;2:38, g7;2:39, g7;2:40, g7;2:41, g7;2:42, g7;2:45, g7;3:1(iii), g7;3:14, g7;3:15, g7;3:17, g7;3:18,g7;4:1.(II) Finally let g7;0:1; g7;0:2; g7;0:3; g7;0:4; g7;0:5; g7;0:6; g7;0:7; g7;0:8be nilpotent Lie algebras over a �eld k of harateristi zero of dimension seven, givenin ([5℄).From the fat that eah of the Lie algebras D(g7;0:i), i = 1; 2; :::; 8 of derivationsof the Lie algebras g7;0:i, i = 1; 2; :::; 8 is nilpotent, we onlude that the above eightLie algebras are harateristially nilpotent.Referenes[1℄ J. Dixmier, Sur les representations unitaires des groupes de Lie nilpotent III,Canad. J. Math., 19 (1958), 321-348.[2℄ V. Morozov, Classi�ation of nilpotent Lie algebras of sixth dimension, 15V. VyssUsed Zaved Mathemati 190, (1958), 161.[3℄ S. Togo, Derivation of Lie algebras, J. Si. Hiroshima Univ. Ser. A-I, 28 (1964),133-158.[4℄ S. Togo, Lie algebras whih have few derivations, J. Si. Hiroshima Univ. Ser. A-I,29 (1965), 29-41.[5℄ L. Magnin, Adjoint and trivial ohomology tables for indeomposable nilpotent Liealgebras of dimension � 7 / over C., Universit�e de Bourgogne, BP 138, 21004Dijon Cedex Frane (1995).
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